Eligo – a kitchen sink for real needs
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This is Eligo

A kitchen sink
for real needs
For many, the kitchen sink has become a choice between form
and function. And perhaps above all an uninteresting choice.
Eligo is something else: a sink that is designed for real needs and
kitchens, and that makes the category more interesting. The awardwinning design is an addition to the kitchen’s interior, with its mix
of soft and hard lines, discrete touch buttons and changing shapes.
Features and accessories are not always noted at first sight, but
mean that the kitchen sink can be changed,
adapted and used in a variety of ways.
It is simply designed to fit into your personal
kitchen. Learn more about Eligo, about the
design and features.

Innovative features
Innovation from a long
tradition of craftsmanship
The goal of our development process was
to create a new concept for kitchen sinks,
with brand new functions and features. The
result is Eligo – which is designed based on
the idea of flexibility, with type of kitchen as
well as situation of use in mind, and with a
range of intelligent features and innovations.
Eligo is inspired by a long Scandinavian
industrial tradition and from a craftsmanship
that has made Intra successful. It is also
one of the reasons why it has received an
innovation award from the German Design
Council. Eligo is produced in Sweden, in our
factory in the village of Mölntorp.

The functions

The smart drain grate is operated with the touch buttons, and can be used as
scraper. The scraper is protected by a thin layer of silicone that also makes it
more efficient. Discrete touch buttons control the functions and makes
it easy to keep clean. Smart dishwasher valve with automatic function is
optional. LED lighting at the overflow indicates that it is open.

Flexible wall that creates two bowls
if needed. The wall is watertight and
can be placed anywhere in the
bowl, or removed.

A foldable chopping board, with edges protected
by a soft material. Changes the size of the
working area or covers the bowl.

Rinsing basket that can be placed anywhere in the kitchen sink. Protected
by a soft material which holds it in place. The cutlery basket fits perfectly
in the rinsing basket.

The smart drain grate opens
easily with the touch buttons.

Design and styles
Award Winning
Design
Eligo was rewarded immediately
with an innovation award from
the German Design Council.

Discrete and classical form
Soft and hard, discrete and sober, changeable
and intelligent. Eligo is designed to fit into a variety
of kitchens, almost regardless of interior style.
The many features are discretely hidden in the
touch buttons, and the accessories are a natural
part of the context. With your choice of tap, you
personalize the kitchen. You can also choose
the stylish Eligo tap, with or without touch-free
function.

Eligo has larger, but not deeper bowls, making it easier to rinse
large saucepans. The conical edges and smooth lines makes
it easy to clean.
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EL114SXLF
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Eligo is available in four different models with a
universal flange which allows it to be used for both
inset, under- and flush mount. The kitchen sinks can
also be delivered as a variant including all accessories.
If you want to know more about Eligo or place an
order, contact your local retailer or visit intraeligo.com.

Bowl to the right, GTIN 7393069019018
Bowl to the left, GTIN 7393069019025

Dimensions

Mounting

Included

Optional

Overall dimension 1140 x 510 mm
Cut-out dimension, inset
1120 x 490 mm, R47
Bowl 680 x 360 x 180 mm
Min. cabinet size 80 cm

Inset
Under mount
Flush mount

Waste kit including plug, drain
grate/scraper and water trap
Touch panel for plug and scraper
Microfibre cloth
Flexible wall

Colander
Cutlery basket
Chopping board
Touch button for
dishwasher valve

EL78SXF

EL78SXF, GTIN 7393069019001

Dimensions

Mounting

Included

Optional

Overall dimension 783 x 510 mm
Cut-out dimension, inset
763 x 490 mm, R47
Bowl 680 x 360 x 180 mm
Min. cabinet size 80 cm

Inset
Under mount
Flush mount

Waste kit including plug, drain
grate/scraper and water trap
Touch panel for plug and scraper
Microfibre cloth
Flexible wall

Colander
Cutlery basket
Chopping board
Touch button for
dishwasher valve

EL94SRF
EL94SLF

Bowl to the right, GTIN 7393069018981
Bowl to the left, GTIN 7393069018998

Dimensions

Mounting

Included

Optional

Overall dimension 940 x 510 mm
Cut-out dimension, inset
920 x 490 mm, R47
Bowl 480 x 360 x 180 mm
Min. cabinet size 60 cm

Inset
Under mount
Flush mount

Waste kit including plug, drain
grate/scraper and water trap
Touch panel for plug and scraper
Microfibre cloth

Colander
Cutlery basket
Chopping board
Flexible wall
Touch button for
dishwasher valve

EL58SF

EL58SF, GTIN 7393069018974

Dimensions

Mounting

Included

Optional

Overall dimension 583 x 510 mm
Cut-out dimension, inset
563 x 490 mm, R47
Bowl 480 x 360 x 180 mm
Min. cabinet size 60 cm

Inset
Under mount
Flush mount

Waste kit including plug, drain
grate/scraper and water trap
Touch panel for plug and scraper
Microfibre cloth

Colander
Cutlery basket
Chopping board
Flexible wall
Touch button for
dishwasher valve
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Four models

About Intra
a solid platform to do what we do best: develop
and produce innovative design products.
Learn more about us and our products on
intra-teka.com.

With reservation for printing errors

Intra is a design company with special expertise
when it comes to stainless steel. We develop
products for kitchen and public sanitary rooms,
and is a part of the international group Teka
Industrial S. A, a leading manufacturer of kitchen
sinks and appliances. This means that we have

SWEDEN
Intra Mölntorp AB
Säbyvägen 8
734 93 Kolbäck
Tel: +46 (0)220 403 00
Fax: +46 (0)220 400 61
Mail: info@intra-teka.com

DENMARK
Intra Juvél, Juvél A/S
Københavnsvej 222,
4600 Køge
Tel: +45 36 34 02 80
Fax: +45 36 34 02 89
Mail: juvel.salg@intra-teka.com

NORWAY
Intra AS
Midtsandvegen 12
NO-7563 Malvik
Tel +47 73 98 01 00
Mail: intra@intra-teka.com
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